
Saturday, October 3, 2020

Success Saturday - Week 1 

Goals Recap

- Keeping in mind what you want your routine to look like, what are your goals for each 

event?


• Vault


• Bars


• Beam


• Floor


- Sometimes goals are pretty daunting - they seem much bigger than what we think 
we can accomplish. To help with this,  we must break our larger goals into smaller 
goals.


• Example:


- I want to get my kip on bars.


• This seems like it’s pretty basic. Get my kip. That’s what I want. But there are 
lots of things that go into making a kip. For one, I need a good glide swing 
with a good body extension. Without that, I won’t be able to do a kip. Second, 
I need to be able to bring my toes to the bar, which means that that need to 
be both strong in my core and flexible in my hamstrings. Third, I need to be 
able to pull down on the bar and shift my wrists at the top. I need strength in 
my lats. I also have to be able to push down on the bar and lean my shoulders 
over the bar. I need strength in my shoulders and arms.


• Looking at this, all of a sudden, I realize that a lot more goes into a kip than I 
thought. How do I break a kip into smaller goals?


1. Glide swing - consistently have a smooth glide swing with a good 
extension at the end of the swing.


2. Be able to hold my toes to the bar for 10 seconds (v-hold)


• Do 25 extra v-ups everyday


3. Work what it feels like to pull down on the bar - stem raises and kip pulls


• Do 25 extra stem raises and kip pulls everyday
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4. Shifting my wrists - do single-leg baskets


• Do 10 of these everyday


• Now it’s time to put a timeline together. Start from the end. I want to get my 
kip by… when? December 31st


- I take a look at all the parts that go into making a kip.


• I want to have a good and consistent glide swing by October 31st 
(remember that it takes time to make things consistent - give yourself 
time to succeed. If you get it before then, great!)


• I will have my v-hold for 10 seconds consistently by November 7th.


• I will be consistent about working stem raises and kip pulls.


• I will have a good single-leg basket by November 30th.


• I will put it all together and make my kip by December 31st.


• How do you break a goal down if it’s larger? It’s the same process; it will just take 
a bit more time and work:


- Goal: I want to be Gold on bars.


• In this case, you need to know exactly what it takes: 4 B’s, 4 A’s, 1 C


• Identify which skills I have.


• Identify which skills I need.


• Break down each skill just like I did for the kip above.


- What is stopping you from reaching your goals?


• There can be a number of things. You may be scared. You might be new at the 
skill, so you have a lack of understanding of it. You may not be strong enough. You 
may need more drills. You may need more flexibility. You may not want to do it, or 
you may have been avoiding it. Whatever the reason, it is important that you 
identify it so you can work on it.


• You will need to incorporate working on these items in the process of making your 
smaller “sub-goals.”


- What is one thing I can do today to get me one step closer to reaching my goals? 
One small bite.
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• Strength and conditioning - identify your weaknesses and work on them


• Drills - do what you know, and ask your coach for more


• Flexibility - what body parts do you need to be flexible in order to make your goal?


• Visualization - see yourself doing it successfully over and over in your mind.


• Affirmations - tell yourself what your life will look like when you reach your goal.


• Positive attitude - I can do it.
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